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THE NEW EXPLOSIVE DUALIN. 

Beyond a brief notice of the new explosive, dualin, as it is 
called, we have purposely said nothing about it, prefe�ring 

to wait and see whether it possessed enough merit to warrant 
mu,�h attention, rather than cumber our space with an ac· 
count of what might p�ove, after all, but another example of 
a long list of compounds which have never attained any 
practical importance. 

If, however, the accounts that reach us are to be relied 
upon, this compound bids fair to prove of some value. It is 
claimed for it that it possesses the slow combustibiJityof gun· 
powder with the intense rupturing force of nitro·glycerin, 
that it JUay be handled with safety, and that it is not liable 
to 8pontaneous combustion. 

This explosive is the invention of Carl Dittmar, of Charlot· 
ten berg, Prussia, who thus describes it . 

" Dualin is a yellowish·brown powder, resembling, in ap. 
pearance, Virginia smoking tobacco. It will, if lighted in 
the open air, burn without exploding; but. if confined, it may 
be made to explode in the same manner as common powder. 
It is not sensitiYe to concussion; will not decompose by itself, 
nor eake or pack together; may be readily filled into cart· 
ridges; and it matters not whether the place where it is stored 
l)e warm or cold, dry or damp. It has from four to ten times 
the strength of common powder, and is stronger than dyna. 
rni to. ". .;(" * 

"Dualin consists of cellulose, nitro.cellulose, nitro.starch, 
nitro mannite, and nitro·glycerin, mixed in different combi. 
nations, depending on the degree of strength which it is de· 
desired the powder should possess in adapting its use to 
various purposes." 

The preparation of cellulose, nitro"starch, nitro.mannite, 
and nitro· cellulose, involves distinct processes, which will be 
found described in another column. 

How future trials may affect the popularity of d ualin, if it 
can at present be said to have acquired popularity, we can 
not undertake to say. It is only fair to say that in the opin. 
ion of some good judges, it is decidedly inferior in power to 
dynataite, though it is said to be cheaper. It will explode in 
contact with flame which does not ignite dynamite. On the 
contrary, it may be used in temperatures which freeze dyna' 
mite and render the latter incapable of being directly ex· 
ploded. But dynamite may be used when wet and may even 
be exploded under water in drill· holes, while dualin, like 
gunpowder, is, we are informed, useless when wet. This fact 
gives dynamite an immense advantage over dualin for 
mining and engineering purposes. 

The claims ofdualin to take front rank as an explosive can 
not yet be conceded, but there is little doubt that it is far bet· 
ter than many other compounds which the last few years have 
brought forth. Before it can gain the full confidence of 
miners and engineers, it must undergo many more trials than 
have yet been made. It is, however, only just to say that reo 
ports from the Hoosac tunnel, where it has been successfully 
tried, are highly favorable. 

Welearn that experiments were made in the United States, 
January 5th, 1870. in a quarry near Washington City, belong. 
ing to the Messrs. Lewis & Hall; January 18th and 19th, at 
Hoosac Tunnel; and January 22d, at Roxbury, near Boston, 
Mass. 

The attested results of these trials leave no doubt in our 
minds that dualin is much safer than nitro·glycerin It is 
also stated that such experiments as have been per/orm€ld 
with this explosive in Europe !lave giV'(jn tIl!) moet satisfac-
tory results, 

" 

THE CULTIVATION OF TIMBER. 

"When you have nothing" else to do plant a tree; it will 
grow when you are sleeping." This advice we think may be 
extended to times when people are not at leisure, and to the 
United States Government as well as private individuals. 
Why not make a business of planting trees? We are well 
aware that in many cases trees have been planted and grown 
with success, by private individuals and on private estates, 
but the fact. remains that large areas of public domain are 
to.dtLy entirely without timber, and the sources from which 
lumber can be derived to supply the needs of this territory 
upon its future settlement, are undergoing a drain which will 
ultimately exhaust them. 

If there exist reasons why the agricultural department of 
our Government could not, if disposed, greatly increase the 
value of the public lands by rendering nude portions tree· 
bearing, they are not now obvious to us. 

Our continent possesses a variety of forest trees of indus· 
trial value, exceeded by no area of. similar extent. Certainly 
in all this variety there may be found some adapted to vigor. 
ous growth in almost any climate, or any soil capable of SllS· 

taining vegetation. 
----------�.� ... ��.----------

THE LAW OF "VIS VIVA." 

One of the best definitions we have seen of the term vis viva 
is tha1Ht is " the measure of mechanical work developed by 
motive forces or inertia, in variable motion." When the full 
import of all its terms is comprehended, this definition will 
be found to accord with the notion of force as precedent to 
motion. So long as this n9tion of force prevails, so long 
must the term vis viva or its equivalent be a necessity in the 
intelligent conception of the laws of motion. 

Let us briefly examine this definition with a view to clear 
away some of the vagueness with which this subject is at· 
tended in the popular mind. 

What is meant by mechanical work? Certainly, this can 
be expressed in terms of its accepted unit the foot.pound. A 
foot.pound is a pound rttised one foot without regard to time. 
This is the unit of work. It is not a unit of force, as it is 
sometimes erroneously considered. More or less force will be 
required to perform it, according as the time in which it is  
done is shorter or longer. Power is force in relation to time. 
The mightiest force requires time to produce an effect. The 
most infinitesimal force will produce an effect in t:me. 

An this is inseparable from the idea of force as existing in· 
dependently of matter and antecedent to motion. A mechan· 
ical effect is motion produced; motion involves the idea of dis· 
tance traversed, distance traversed involves the idea of time in 
which it is traversed. But distance traversed does not neces· 
sarily imply mechanical work performed. It is only when a 
resistance is overcome that work is accomplished. .A body 
moving in absolute space performs no mechanical work, 
though it move with a constant velocity forever. Let it, 
however, encounter some other body having less motion and 
it performs work. It increases the motion of the mass which 
it strikes against, or some of its particles, or it may produce 
both these effects. The mas�·motion produced is mechanical 
work. The effect upon the striking body is no less work. Its 
motion is decreased by tbe impact. 

Increase or decrease of mass· motion is, properly speaking, 
mechanical work, and we shall find upon strict examination 
that this is all implied by the term. But as no increase or 
diminution of motion can take place in a body without its 
receiving or imparting motion from or to another imparting 
or receiving body, it follows that vis viva practically relates 
only to transmission of motion from one body to another, in 
space and time. 

It will be seen that the idea of vi8 viva is, therefore, essen· 
tially different from the term momentum, which is simply the 
amount of motion a body possesses, considered with relation 
to definite periods of time and definite distances, and which 
is expressed by mass or weight multiplied by the time it 
traverses a definite distance. Momentum h a s no reference to 
the amount of motion a body cttn impart or receive in time 
alld space. 

The terms" motive forces " and" inertia" convey the idea 
of material forces or matter in motion. The expression, "in 
variable motion," seems unnecessary, since the very idea of 
imparting or receiving motion implies variable motion. The 
expression M V2 (mass or weight multiplied into the square 
of velocity) is the rna thema tical symbol of vi8 viva j that is 
the measure of the mechanical work developed by a moving 
body--or in other words the change of motion produced by 
it on another body in space andtime--is measured by its mass 
multipliod into the square of its velocity. 

It must be further observed that vis viva is not a measure 
of force, but of the mechanical work performed, or the change 
of mass motion produced. 

Whether we accept the notion of the existence of occult 
forcp. which acts upon matter, or accept the doctrine that there 
is no force which the human mind can recognize other than 
moving matter, there still remains the necessity for an ex· 
pression of the law of the transmission of motion. One 
thing is certain, a body cannot transmit motion it does not 
possess, and if momentum expressed by MV (mass multi. 
plied into velocity) be the absolute amount of motion a body 
possesses, it certainly cannot impart the motion expressed by 
MV2 or its mass multiplied into the square of its velocity. 
Evidently there must be some limitation to the interpretation 
of one or both of these expressions, which will reconcile their 
apparent conflict. This limitation is, we think, to be found 
in the fact that in momentum definite spaces and times 9re 
considered with uniform motion, while in vis viva the motion 
�onsid·ered is a variable one, or one in which motion is con" 
stantly received 01' imparted; and that MV2 detenniues the 
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space through whic1::. a body will move before it comes to rest, 
wheu opposed by a resisttLnce capable of absorbing all its 
motion. MV, or momentum, is the expression of the motion 
of a body neither imparting or receiving motion, and there. 
fore performing no work. Momentum is an absolute expres· 
sion when the factor of time in the velocity is constant. Vis 
viva is a proportional or relative term only. 

Thus a body moving uniformly through a definite space in 
a definite time, has a momentum expressed by its mass or 
weight multiplied into its velocity. While passing through 
the space, or when it has passed over the space, it has the 
power to overcome a certain constant resistance, aud to move 
a certain distance before it imparts all of its motion to a re· 
sisting medium. Its relative or proportional power to move 
through such a resisting m edium or to overcome an attrac· 
tive force is its vis viva (MV2) as compared with other bodies 
moving throug h similar media or opposing an equal attrac. 
tive force. It is not an absolute expression of the quantity of 
motion in a body, like momentum. It has reference only to 
space traversed .. while motion is being absorbed by resistance. 

----------�.�� .. �--------

WHAT OYSTERS EAT. 

Not long since a journal which claims to instruct the public 
in regard to the preservation of health, came out with a 
sweeping denunciation of oysters as an article of diet. What 
little of argument could be gleaned from the whirlwind of 
denunciation with which the use of oysters as an edible was 
assailed amounted to this. Oysters are nasty. Whatever is 
nasty is  injurious to health. E1'go, oysters are unwholesome 
diet. 

In whatever particular oysters are generally nasty, or 
whether theyare particularly nasty in general was not, to 
our thinking, made out very clearly; but the subject has since 
received more scientific treatment at the hands of the Rev. J .  
B. Reade, F.R.S., who has been investigating into the private, 
domestic, amI personal habits of these delicious "sea violets." 
The Rev. J. B. Reade, F.R.S., has been interviewing a large 
number of oysters, and has read a paper before the Microsco. 
pical Society giving the result of his researches. Oysters are 
proverbially reticent, but they have at last been made to reo 
veal the secrets of their prison houses. 

It may not be generally known that the question of what 
cJnstitutes the food of marine animals whiLh exist at great 
depths, is at the present time much mooted among natural. 
ists. We do not take it upon us to say whether the discove· 
ries of Mr. Reed are calcnlated to add to the zest with which 
most people swallow this prince of bivalves; but he found in 
the stomach of every oyster he examined "myriads of living 
monads, vibrios in great abundance and activity, and swarms 
of a.conglomerate and ciliated living organism, which may 
be named Volvox ostrem'ius, somewhat resembling the V. glo. 
bator, but of so extremely delicate a structure that it must 
be slightly charred to be rendered permanently visible." 

The oyster is not therefore a vegetarian; he doubtless 
swallows his Volvox 08trearius, his vibrio, or his monad, with 
as great satisfaction as we humans swallow him when he lies 
delicately quivering on the half.shell, with the added savor 
of a drop or two of lemon juice. But he does not confine him· 
self to the few plain dishes we have mentioned. Mr. Reade 
has been able to make out the following bill of fare: 

" Actinocydus senarius, Ceratoneis fasciola, C08einodiscus 
minor, O. patina, C. radiatus, Dietyocha acuCeata, n. fibula, n. 
speculum, Gallionelia sulcata, Navicula entomon, 7'1'ipodiscu8 
Argus, Xanthidium.f7trcatum, X. hirsutum, Zygoccros·rlwmbus, 
Z. 8urireUa, and two new species of this genus." 

Mr. Reade does not add to this attractive list that " all 
other delicacies will be served in their season;" but he does 
say, that the oyster, like creatures of a larger growth, lives 
on the food which is sllccessively in season; aud he finds 
that even a different shore is marked by a decided difference 
in the infusorial contents of the stomach. The" Scotch N a· 
tives" are characterized at the present time by innumerable 
circular forms, resembling the Coscinodiscus. Others are 
nearly destitute of these living rotatory disks, but they are 
much richer in more interesting species; and in addition to 
the silicious shelled infusoria which are received into their 
stomachs, they also occasionally furnish examples of c�lcu· 
reoUs Poly thalami a adhering to thfl inner surface of their 
shells. 

Who know8 but that as science advances oysters muy be 
fattened on selected food, as pork designed to be ex�ra fine is 
fed on corn. Who knows but that the coming oyster may 
be recommended to the palates of gourmands as prime Cos· 
cinodiscus or New Jersey Volvox? 

------� .. � .. �---------

A PLEA FOR THE SOCIETY FOR THE PRE VENTION 
OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. 

The man who professes Christianity and belies his profes. 
sion by a total want of sympathy for the mute and patient 
servants who, for small reward, minister to his daily wants; 
who can stand unmoved by compassion and see animals 
maimed and tortured at the caprice of wanton cruelty; who 
can witness such acts wiGhout his breast swelling with right. 
eous indignation--is either a self·deluded formalist, or a con· 
summate hypocrite. 

There are many whp profess Christianity in the State of 
New York; yet how many of these will feel a blush of shame 
or hurl a word of protest, at the despicable movement now 
on foot against the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals. 

The attempt to repeal or limit the wholesome laws under 
which this society has been able to do so much good, is made 
in the interest of brutal men by brutal men representing the 
bruti,h element of our metropolitan population. 

It is a burning disgrace to the State o.nd a blot u.pon O'lf 
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